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Introduction 

The focus of this work is clinico-genomic decision support system for better diagnosing and managing chronic 

diseases. We propose a clinical decision support system for early diagnosis of chronic diseases(such as arthritis, 

Diabetes, Cardio Vascular Disease) and better disease 

management. We propose a generalizable framework, 

which can accommodate several distinct features 

coming into the system from clinical, genomic, 

environmental domains among others. We utilize this 

framework to discover similar patients and overlaps 

among patients in a set of these features which has 

several applications such as : (a) better cohort 

discovery for clinical trials, (b) better disease 

management by studying peer group of patients with 

similar diagnosis and better prognosis, (c) early 

disease diagnosis by studying similar features in 

patients with existing diagnosis 

Approach:  The overall approach, as shown in the 

figure, looks at clinical data and performs clinical record extraction. The clinical data consist of the structured 

medical record, unstructured doctor’s notes, X-rays, lab data among other data components. Some studies have 

looked at extracting and integrating structured and unstructured data[BM15, G14]. However, our work focuses on 

integrating multiple types of data from multiple sources with different types of structure. Data is extracted from 

relational and non-relational forms. Similarly, genomic data is extracted from a large learning database and matched 

with patient specific genomic data. Databases like VINCI [VA2015] and dbGap[NCBI2015] contain such 

heterogeneous patients records that can be accessed under agreement. The genomic data is in the form of SNPs 

extracted from large databases [SW01] and prior clinical studies and patient specific genomic data.  Data 

transformation and preprocessing is performed as new variables are introduced at different stages of the analysis.  

The clustering of continuous variables and the categorical variables from clinical and genomic data are combined 

using a novel algorithm to form clinico-genomic clusters. Data within the clusters is evaluated to find partial or 

exact patient overlaps. The partial overlaps, especially overlaps above a certain threshold may indicate a high level 

of similarity in majority of attributes but not in some attributes, which may be of interest to study especially if the 

overlap is in key clinical variables but not in genomic variables and vice versa. Patients with high overlaps may also 

be selected as a cohort for clinical trials. The level of similarity can be calibrated to identify various types of 

overlaps. In addition, multiple diseases can be studied together, to identify potential overlaps between patients from 

disease groups where no known overlaps exist. This can lead to the discovery of potential links between diseases 

with no known clinical connections and potentially lead to novel research. 
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